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Freeway rapper son age

ROC Nation rapper Freeway Philly recently revealed on Instagram that his eldest son died. Freeway Philly's eldest son's real name was Jihad Pridgen, but fans knew him as SnowHadd. Like his father, Jihad was also an ambitious rapper and had attended many freestyle competitions. But what happened
to Freeway Philly's son? Read on for more details on the case. Read also | Tom Holland reveals his first appearance as Nathan Drake from Anthony &amp; Joe Russo's 'Uncharted' Freeway Philly's Instagram post Read also | Celebrate Drake's birthday with trivia quiz based on 'Thank Me Later' songs
The first update on freeway Philly's son came from the Freeway himself. The rapper took to Instagram to say that his son had passed away and that he felt a pain like never before. He further asked his fans to cherish their time with their loved ones as everyone is unaware when they can breathe their last.
Finally, the rapper wrote - I ask Allah to forgive my son for all his sins, and I pray that Allah gives him the highest level of paradise. I'm one of the best in 2018. Read also | What happened to Kenyan Drake? Injury update on Cardinals running back The rapper did not release any details about his son's
death in his post. The Philadelphia Inquirer also reported that they were trying to reach the Philadelphia Police Department, but police did not tell them anything related to the young rapper's death. Officially, there has been no news or statement confirming why or how Freeway Philly's eldest son died.
Read also | Drake's birthday party has upset fans about the mac and cheese option in the food menu There has been a lot of chatter on Twitter about the death of Freeway Philly's son. One fan added that the young rapper had been shot. They wrote - highway son was shot. Take a look: Damn yo
Oschino's son passed in the tragic car crash and the highway son was shot and fighting for his life wtf prayers out to both families  - R❣AH (@boujiassriah) October 29, 2020 Other reports also suggested that the young rapper may have been in an accident though, for now, none of these statements
can be confirmed. Many fans have taken to Twitter to share their condolences. One fan wrote - I'm so sorry to hear this news about the rapper Freeway's son died. Take a look at fans' reaction to the news on Twitter: I'm so sorry to hear this new one about rapper Freeway's son passing one way. —
Angela Wesley (@hotheadwesley) October 29, 2020 Other fans also left tributes on Twitter and Instagram. Many fans told rapper Philly to stay strong and look ahead. Other fans added that they would pray for young Jihad soul. Get the latest entertainment news from India and around the world. Now
follow your favorite TV celebrities and telly updates. Republic World is your one-stop destination for trending Bollywood news. Tune in today to stay up to date with all the latest news and headlines from the world of entertainment. The longtime Philly rapper broke the news about his son, Jihad, a
heartbreaking Instagram post. The freeway rapper announced this morning on Instagram that his son, Jihad, has died in Philadelphia. The longtime rapper, who previously signed for Jay-Z's Roc-A-Fella Records, wrote a heartbreaking post on his page, sharing a photo of himself standing next to Jihad
dressed in an graduation hat and dress. In this undated photo he posted to Instagram thursday morning, philadelphia rapper Freeway (right) and his son Jihad are shown. The young Jihad, also a rapper, has reportedly died in Philadelphia. God knows I'm trying my best to be strong, but this is a pain that
I've never felt, Freeway wrote. Please cherish your time and love because we do not promise the next breath. I ask Allah to forgive my son for all his sins, and I pray that Allah gives him the highest level of paradise. Ameen  Please make the pigeon for him and my family. The nature in which the young
man died is not yet clear. Read more: Hillary Clinton, Chrissy Teigen bond on Twitter after loss of son Freeway's son followed in his father's shoes by making music. Jihad went by the stage name SNOWHADD. His death follows the recent demise of the child of another Philly rapper and Roc-A-Fella
alumnus. Oschino Vasquez, who goes by only his first name, lost her son and son's pregnant girlfriend in a tragic car accident last week. Read more: Philadelphia police to release body cam footage of Wallace shooting amid unrestA Twitter user noted, Freeway lost his son yesterday and Oschino lost his
son Sunday. It really feels (sic) as if there is a dark cloud over the city. Philadelphia is currently in a state of civil unrest as protests have rocked the city in the wake of Monday's shooting of 27-year-old Walter Wallace Jr. by two police officers. Wallace Jr., whose family says was experiencing a mental
health crisis, advanced on the officers with a knife and was shot at least 12 times. Read more: Iyanla Vanzant says upcoming 'Fix My Life' season will be her latestA staple of the Philadelphia hip-hop community, Freeway is best known for its 2003 hit single What We Do, with Beanie Siegel and Jay-Z.The
MC was discovered by Siegel, who was instrumental in his signing to Roc-A-Fella.Numerous rappers and producers shared their condolences on Freeway's Instagram posts, including DJ Jazzy Jeff , DJ Premier, Erick Sermon and former labelmate Memphis Bleek. Have you subscribed to TheGrios Dear
Culture podcast? Download our latest episodes now! TheGrio is now on Apple TV, Amazon Fire and Roku. TheGrio.com last today! Post Rapper Freeway's son dies: 'A pain that I never felt' appeared first on TheGrio.The Pulitzer Prize-winning author called Mr Pence's period a continuous show of
sevilityIt seemed like a friendly chat between neighbours. Only after a bomb exploded in downtown Nashville on Christmas Eve could Rick Laude understand the sinister meaning behind his neighbor's smiling remark that the city and the rest of the world would forget about him. Laude told The Associated
Press on Monday that he was speechless when he learned that authorities identified his 63-year-old neighbor, Anthony Quinn Warner, as the man suspected of detonating a bomb that killed himself, injuring three other people and injuring dozens of buildings. Democrats still have a chance to retake the
Senate - but the body's leadership has reportedly all but given up. Jon Ossoff and Raphael Warnock challenge Georgia GOP Sens. David Perdue and Kelly Loeffler in races that will determine the prospect of the Senate. But as Ossoff and Warnock scramble to match The Republican's fundraising efforts,
Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer (D-N.Y.) has stopped meeting with donors altogether, a source tells NBC News.Over the past two months, Ossoff and Warnock have each brought in more than $100 million, mainly via grassroots donations. Their fundraising totals knocked out Republican efforts
during the same period, but outside Republican groups are winning when it comes to big dollar TV ad spending, NBC News reports. This leaves the GOP with plenty of resources to engage in direct voter contact and encourage new or unlikely voters to strike out on their behalf on January 5 - something
Warnock and Ossoff's campaign leaders called essential in a campaign memo obtained by NBC News. To win this election in eight days, we must continue our historic efforts to knock out every voter - but we will not be able to do so if our fundraising efforts continue to fall, the leaders wrote. Outside
Democratic donors spent large during the 2020 election cycle in an effort to overturn the Republican Senate majority. But after democrats failed to do so, Schumer has reportedly stopped asking for more support. Despite President Joe Biden turning the state around for the first time in decades, Schumer
is pessimistic about Ossoff and Warnock's chances and no longer meeting with donors to avoid ruining relations for years to come, the source told NBC News. But as Ossoff and Warnock's campaigns see it, donations focused on increasing turnout have never been more important. Read more at NBC
News. Et 14:30 .m: A spokesperson for Schumer said NBC News' reporting is certainly not true. The representative, Justin Goodman, added that Schumer has diligently campaigned and raised money for both Georgia candidates and is optimistic about his chances in January. More stories from
theweek.com Trump hasn't learned anything Trump fails to pull back the 2021 campaign lines of politics can only be incredibleFore, you invested in sleeping, cleaning and organizingOriginally Appeared on Architectural Digest'It felt like I was personally attacked, and also they attacked Breonna Taylor and
the BLM movement, says artist Leo CarsonI days before he detonated a bomb in downtown Nashville on Christmas , Anthony Quinn Warner changed his life in ways that suggest he never intended to survive the explosion that killed him and three other people. Warner, 63, gave away his car and told the
recipient he had cancer. A month before the bombing, he signed a document transferring his longtime home in a Nashville suburb to a California woman for nothing in return. Several Republicans, including Rep. John's, Area, are the only republicans to have a Louie Gohmert (R-Texas) has resorted to
suing Vice President Mike Pence as part of a desperate last-ditch effort to overturn the results of November's presidential election, reports The Hill. The goal of the lawsuit is to get a federal judge to rule that Pence has exclusive authority to elect voters when he oversees the Electoral College's voting
certification on Jan. 6.&gt; ⚖️NY: VP Pence has been sued by Rep. Pence. Louie Gohmert (R-Tex.), Kelli Ward and other GOP mps in an unlikely attempt to overturn Biden's victory &gt; &gt; the plaintiffs ask Judge Jeremy Kernodle, a Trump-appt'd fed judge in Texas, to find out that Pence is authorized to
pick pro-Trump voters on Jan. 6 pic.twitter.com/BumNwLm5ss&gt; & - John Kruzel (@johnkruzel) December 28, 2020Despite President-elect Joe Biden's victory in battleground states like Arizona and Georgia; Republican voters held their own votes earlier this month in a move to disrupt the official
process as Trump and his allies continue to make unfounded claims of widespread voter fraud. The lawsuit urges Pence to recognize the Republican electoral votes instead of the actual Democratic votes. The chances of this lawsuit succeeding seem to be negligible. Law professor Rick Hasen of the
University of California, Irvine, flatly said that this won't work, while Law Professor Anthony Michael Kreis of Georgia State University called it insane. And even if the plaintiffs win, Pence - who has not acknowledged Biden's victory but generally been silent on election conspiracy theories - would still have
to go through with picking pro-Trump voters, a task that is probably easier said than done. Read the full complaint here. More stories from theweek.com Trump have learned nothing Trump is failing to retract the policy battle lines Schumer reportedly leaves fundraisers in Georgia's Senate runoff Army Col.
Owen G. Ray is being held at the Pierce County Jail in Tacoma, according to the Pierce County Jail's website. MANILA (Reuters) - The Philippines will ban travelers from 19 countries and territories until mid-January as a measure to endure a new variant of the coronavirus, the Transport Ministry said on
Tuesday. The regulation will be in effect from midnight December 29 to January 15 and covers Filipinos and foreigners coming from the flagged countries, the Transport Ministry told reporters in a group text message. The Philippines previously imposed and later extended a flight ban from the UK until
mid-January as the more contagious variant of the COVID-19 virus was first detected in England.Delivering remarks on Monday, President-elect Joe Biden said during the Trump administration, government agencies in charge of security has incurred enormous enormous Updates from the White House
and beyondA powerful 6.4-magnitude earthquake shook the western Balkans and collapsed buildings in central Croatia on Tuesday, leaving rescue teams combing through the rubble in the hard-hit town of Petrinja, about 30 miles south of the capital Zagreb. The quake struck at a depth of 10 kilometers
at around 1130 GMT near Petrinja, according to the US Geological Survey (USGS). The number of injured is not yet known. In Zagreb, panicked residents ran onto the streets. Pulitzer Prize-winning New York author Tim Page told the Telegraph: 'We felt good and hard here. I taught at USC in California
for several years, so am quite accustomed to earthquakes, but this is the first time I've actually ever hidden myself under anything. In hard-hit Petrinja, which is home to around 20,000 people, images from the Croatian Red Cross showed collapsed buildings and streets strewn with rubble as residents
desperately dug for survivors with their bare hands. We pull people from cars, we don't know if it's dead or injured, the mayor of Petrinja Darinko Dumbovic told regional broadcaster N1. There is general panic, people are looking for their loved ones. The FBI is still trying to determine a motive behind the
explosion on Christmas Day in downtown Nashville that injured at least eight people and damaged 40 buildings. Police have identified Anthony Quinn Warner, 63, as a bomber, and say he died Friday morning when the motorhome he was in exploded. FBI Agent Doug Korneski told CNN on Monday
investigators are interviewing people who knew Warner in an attempt to find a motive, and so far there is no indication that anyone else was involved in the bombing. Warner lived in Antioch, Tennessee, and neighbor Rick Laude told CNN on Monday that four days before Christmas, he asked Warner, Is
Santa going to give you something good for Christmas? Laude said Warner replied: Yes, I'm going to be more famous. I'm going to be so famous Nashville will never forget me. Laude did not suspect that Warner would gain fame because of an act of terrorism, and emphasized to CNN that no one in the



neighborhood would claim to be a friend of his. He was just a legitimate philosopher. Other neighbors agreed, with one telling CNN Warner was kind of a hermit, and they usually just waved to each other over their common fence. More stories from theweek.com Trump have learned nothing Trump is
failing to pull back the policy battle lines Schumer reportedly leaves fundraisers in Georgia's Senate runoffsF/A-18 Super Hornets aboard the Nimitz have provided air support as the United States. troops withdrawing from Somalia.Switzerland will return $150 million from blocked Swiss bank accounts by
the end of the year to the United States to be given to victims of convicted Ponzi scheme con artist Robert Allen Stanford, the Federal Ministry of Justice said on Monday. Stanford, a former texas financier known by his middle name, was convicted of fraud by The Houston jury in 2012 in what prosecutors
called a $7.2 billion fraud that lasted two decades and which was overshadowed in size only by the Ponzi scheme run by Bernie Madoff. Stanford, who is now serving a 110-year prison sentence, had hidden millions from his Antigua-based Stanford International Bank on the Swiss arm of French bank
Societe Generale, which he tapped regularly to fund a fleet of private jets and a 100-foot yacht, according to U.S. District Court filings from 2012.Disney employee says in a now-removed Facebook post that the man's aunt was a big deal at Los Angeles hospitalIn a pushing away from fossil fuels ,
President-elect Joe Biden underscores the threat of a rising China, arguing that a U.S. shift to electric cars should be home-grown rather than dependent on a rival across the Pacific. From Biden's campaign website, one would think that the market for electric cars is as much geopolitical import as the
Cold War space race. Biden's energy plan argues that China is on track to command more than four times the global market share compared to the US in electric car production and that the outgoing US president has allowed China to race forward. But if Beijing has a stranglehold on electric car
production, it's not tipping its hand. In September, China EV 100, a Chinese think tank for the EV industry, warned that China is at risk of foreign dependence on the EV supply chain. For example, in the production of semiconductor-based components necessary for EVs, only one Chinese company ranks
in the global top 20, according to China EV 100 Vice President Zhang Yongwei, with less than 5 percent of car chips being made in the country. Semiconductor-based EV components represent 35 percent of the cost of car manufacturing, and by 2030 they can represent half of production costs as other
components become more affordable. Increasingly, the EV supply chain involves other Asian countries; namely Japan and Korea. Japanese and Korean companies are at the forefront of battery technology, quickly gaining ground on Chinese firms in the rapidly evolving field. According to research by
Anna Holzmann of the Mercator Institute for China Studies (MERICS), seven of the top ten battery manufacturers (based on lithium-ion battery shipments) were Chinese in 2017. But by 2019, Japanese and Korean firms, led by Panasonic and LG Chem, made up half of the top ten. And in a culmination of
this shift, MERICS, LG Chem reports unseated China's Contemporary Amperex Technology Co. Limited (CATL) as the best global supplier in the first half of 2020. One explanation for LG Chem's ascent in the rankings is Beijing's 2019 policy shift to allow Japanese and Korean batteries back to China to
meet the country's huge demand. The production of batteries is of course resource-intensive, depending on cobalt and lithium. While China actually has a commanding position in manufacturing and of the two Cobalt can be exchanged for alternatives such as nickel, and lithium itself is not particularly
difficult to extract. Although a Elon Musk announcement should be taken with a pinch of salt, he told investors that the company is developing a zero-bolt battery line that will increase performance and reduce costs. He added that an explosion of lithium production is on the horizon, perhaps by Tesla itself
using clay in the American Southwest. Although Musk's claims come short, new lithium manufacturing techniques come from innovation nodes around the world every year. Just as the production of shale oil marginalized OPEC, market pressures are likely to make moot China's ore advantage, without any
intervention from Washington.Biden's plan for a U.S. EV industry overlooks these nuances. Instead of sounding geopolitics, his gambit reflects political pandering to American regions that feel diminished by globalization. The Biden campaign's Made in America plan refers to China 24 times by name; it
makes nary a mention of Japan or Korea. The plan flirts with voter base instincts and neglects the value that Americans reap through the embrace of global comparative benefits. If U.S. businesses are to raise their EV profiles, it should be because they have made market-adapted decisions - as Tesla has
shown is possible. Biden's plan to use all the levers of the federal government to speed up EV reshoring is more than just unnecessary, it's unwise. Support for a domestic EV industry will be more likely to fund those with an ability to politically angling than those with an ability to innovate. Consider
previous government support for companies and projects promising to speed up an energy transition, including Fisker, Solyndra, Ivanpah, and Crescent Dunes.The alternative to a Made in America EV industry is not to place the United States at the mercy of China, as Biden intimate, but to integrate the
United States into positive sum value proposals, such as the scheme that Panasonic has partnered with Tesla at the company's Nevada Gigafactory. Biden acts as if Chinese Community Party businesses would hold America's well-known keys without a Washington-sponsored, domestic-exclusive EV
manufacturing process, but companies like Panasonic and LG Chem are reliable partners in similarly open societies. Both Biden's assumptions about EV component suppliers and his expectation that U.S. companies will replace them are out of keeping up with reality. Other countries should buy the next
generation of battery technology and electric cars produced by American workers, biden's website states. But the firms that America currently buys some of these products have a wealth of institutional knowledge that cannot be replicated stateside by the drop of a politician's edict. Instead of playing
China's mercantilist games on electric cars, Joe Biden should take the shortcomings of government sponsorship and the economic value flowing from reliable trans-Pacific trade. A prominent Saudi arabian activist who fought for the right to drive was sentenced to nearly six years in prison today, despite
international criticism of the trial and claims she had been tortured. Loujain al-Hathloul, 31, was arrested with a dozen other women's rights advocates in 2018, even though the Gulf kingdom lifted the ban on women driving and vowed to relax patriarchal male guardianship laws. A judge in a Saudi
terrorism court in Riyadh sentenced her Monday to five years and eight months on charges related to her activism, including attempting to change the Saudi political system that conspired with foreign governments and damaging national security. The judge insisted she had confessed to the allegations
and rejected Ms Hathloul's claims that she was tortured with water-boarding, electric shocks and had been threatened with rape after her arrest. She spent eight months in solitary confinement last year, and in October went on hunger strike in protest at the treatment. But the court suspended two years
and 10 months of her sentence, which Ms Hathloul's sister Lina said could see her released early next year, due to time already spent behind bars. President Trump abruptly reversed course Sunday night and signed a $2.3 trillion package to provide financial relief under the COVID-19 pandemic and fund
the federal government in September. Republican lawmakers had spent the weekend publicly and privately urging Trump to reconsider his implicit veto threat, issued after legislation passed Congress early last week. In particular, Trump demanded that the $600 COVID payments proposed by his
negotiator, Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin, be increased to $2,000, and for cuts in foreign aid from the $1.4 trillion omnibus spending bill. Trump wants to be remembered for promoting big checks, but the danger is that he will be remembered for chaos and misery and erratic behavior if he allows this
to expire, Sen. Pat Toomey (R-Pa.) said on Fox News Sunday.Trump, who spent the holidays at his resort and golf club in southern Florida, did not fully give up his demands. In a statement he issued after signing the law, Trump published a long list of false allegations and complaints, Reports The
Washington Post. He said he would send a 'redlined' version of the bill back to Congress 'and insisted that these funds be removed from the bill.' Trump also said Congress agreed to vote on the $2,000 stimulus checks - something the House already planned to do Monday, and the Senate is unlikely to
consider - and begin work soon to end legal protections for technology companies and investigate his allegations of voter fraud. A person who interacted with Trump in Palm Beach in recent days told the Post that the president had discussed neither the unemployment benefits he allowed to decay nor the
looming government but instead has been far more focused on his failed attempts to the election result, lashing out at Republicans in Congress and members of his own administration for not joining him in the fight. The current Congress will end in six days, Politico notes, and Trump will leave office in
three weeks. Democrats in the House of Representatives and Senate Republicans immediately proposed or stated that Congress will ignore Trump's demands. Trump said he will keep up the foreign aid funds, enacted at levels he had already approved in his budget and in many cases requested, using
the Impoundment Control Act of 1974, The Wall Street Journal reports. But he can only freeze the funds for 45 days, and then President-elect Joe Biden will be in the White House. More stories from theweek.com Trump have learned nothing Trump is unable to retract the battle lines of politics Schumer
reportedly leaves fundraisers in Georgia's Senate runoffsA number of Palestinian militant groups launched rockets into the Mediterranean sea off the Gaza Strip on Tuesday at the beginning of what they called their first joint exercise , which Israeli media described as a show of power organized by Iran.
Gaza is run by Hamas and also home to other militant groups, including Islamic jihad. Jihad.
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